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I. INTRODUCTION

W
HEN the parameters of a servomechanism are not exactly known or are totally unknown, adaptive robust control (ARC) can be utilized to achieve high performance (i.e., fast transient performance and asymptotic tracking) [1] - [3] . However, since the traditional ARC can only "learn" gradually from the plant states, it may cost a long period of time to achieve the desired output tracking performance [4] . Furthermore, the traditional adaptive robust controllers are based on the assumption that the plant parameters are constant, which is not guaranteed in many cases. For example, when a robot manipulator picks up an object, its payload jumps [5] , [6] . If the load changes suddenly in a servomechanism, the traditional ARC may lead to a long-time transient response and a large output tracking error. That is because the persistence of excitation (PE) condition [7] , which assures the convergence rate of parameter estimates, is not satisfied in many applications. In addition, the traditional ARC can only guarantee that the tracking error converges exponentially to a small neighborhood of the origin and converges asymptotically to zero with unknown settling time [8] .
According to the certainty equivalence principle [9] , if the parameter tuning time could be shortened and the unknown parameters could be reconstructed, the output tracking error would be improved. To accelerate the adaptation process and improve the transient performance of adaptive control, a multiple-model adaptive control (MMAC) is proposed [10] . It includes several fixed models and adaptive models, which would be selected to represent the dynamics of the plant [11] , [12] . Its transient performance and parameter estimation can be greatly improved by the switching among multiple models. If more models were embedded in MMAC, the improvement would be more notable. However, a large number of models will make the controller rather complicated and cause difficulties in engineering application.
The control problem of servomechanisms subjected to unknown parameters, disturbances, and parameter sudden changes will be considered in this paper. For such kind of plants, their transient performance would be badly deteriorated by the sudden parameter changes, which has never been considered in the ordinary adaptive robust controller design. Thus, this is a challenging control problem. Our motivation to study this problem is to improve the performance of the servomechanism with sudden parameter changes and to extend the application range of ARC.
To solve this problem, we propose in this paper a novel identifier-based ARC (IFARC) scheme, which adopts an identifier instead of multiple models to accelerate the adaptation process. This method is less complicated than the multiplemodel schemes. However, in fact, the identifier is equivalent to an infinite number of models; thus, the IFARC has better transient performance and parameter estimation than the MMAC. With IFARC, the unknown parameters of the servomechanism can be reconstructed in finite time under certain conditions, and then, the desirable transient performance of the system can be achieved. In addition, the IFARC can also detect the parameter jumps online effectively. Due to the aforementioned characteristics, the IFARC is applicable to the servomechanisms subjected to load jumps.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We proposed a novel architecture of the original identifier-based adaptive robust controller; 2) we put forward a new method to improve transient performance and to deal with parameter 0278-0046/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE sudden changes for the adaptive control system; and 3) the stability proof and performance analysis of the proposed IFARC are given. This paper is organized as follows. The problem description is presented in Section II. The design procedure of the proposed IFARC is provided in Section III. The stability proof and performance analysis are given in Section IV. Simulations are described and analyzed in Section V, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. DYNAMIC MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
A. Dynamic Model of Servomechanisms
Without loss of generality, the mechanical and electrical dynamics of a dc servomechanism can be described as [13] 
where q denotes the output angle; J, T f , T l , T dis , and T m denote the mechanical parameters: inertia, friction torque, load torque, disturbance torque, and generated torque, respectively; u, I a , R a , and L a denote the electrical parameters: input voltage, armature current, armature resistance, and armature inductance, respectively; K T denotes the electrical-mechanical energy conversion constant; and K E denotes the back electromotive force coefficient. In engineering practice, the friction torque T f is often described by the Coulomb plus viscous model given as follows [14] :
where T c represents the level of Coulomb friction torque, B represents the viscous friction coefficient, and sgn denotes the signum function. From (1) and (4), we have
In general, the electrical constant L a /R a is small (compared to the mechanical time constant J/B); therefore, from (2), (3), and (5), we know that the electrical transients decay very rapidly and L a (dI a /dt) is very close to zero [15] . Thus, the dynamics of a servomechanism can be simplified as [13] 
where
Here, the output angle q is regarded as the system output y. Defining the output angle and angular velocity as the state variables, i.e., [
T , from (6), the entire system can be expressed in the state space form as
, and S f is a continuous function used to approximate sgn(x 2 ). It is defined as
where K s is a positive constant to be chosen. It should be selected sufficiently large, so that S f can be adequately close to sgn(x 2 ). Define T n as the mean value of T l + T dis and d as the offset value, i.e., d = T n − T l − T dis . Then, from (8), we have
where Δ = d/J(rad/s 2 ), and θ i (i = 1, . . . , 4) is given as
We assume that the parameters are unknown and may change suddenly from one value to another. Remark 1: From (10), we observe that the additive measurement noises on x 2 and S f can be lumped into the term Δ. In fact, the additive measurement noise on x 1 in the closed-loop system could be also lumped into Δ, as will be illustrated in Section III. Hence, Δ can be regarded as a lumped disturbance term, which does not only represent external disturbances but also additive sensor noises.
B. Assumptions and Problem Formulations
For simplicity, the following notations will be used: In general, the parameters of the model cannot be accurately determined. Thus, we assume that the uncertain parameters are in certain known intervals, as shown in Assumptions 1 and 2. In addition, Assumption 3 is made for the desired motion trajectory x 1d (t).
Assumption 1:
, where θ i min and θ i max are known. Moreover, θ 1 min > 0, which conforms to the physical point of view.
Assumption 2: The lumped disturbance Δ in (10) is bounded, i.e., |Δ| δ, where δ is known.
Assumption 3: The desired trajectory x 1d is continuous with its first-order derivativeẋ 1d and second-order derivativeẍ 1d bounded and available.
Consider model (10) which has unknown parameters, disturbance, and parameter jumps. The control problem of this paper can be stated as follows: Given the desired motion trajectory x 1d (t), the objective is to synthesize a control action u such that the system output y = x 1 tracks x 1d (t) as closely as possible in spite of various model uncertainties. 
III. IFARC
Through parameter adaptation, traditional ARC can reduce the adverseness of parametric uncertainties for the system. Nevertheless, the adaptation law can only tune parameters gradually, which may result in a long period to achieve the desired control performance. When the plant parameters jump from one value to another, sluggish transient response and large tracking error may appear.
According to the certainty equivalence principle [16] , if parameters converge to their actual values in finite time, the tracking performance of the ARC system can be greatly improved. Motivated by this fact and by the recent work in [17] , we propose a novel ARC scheme based on identifier in this paper. This method assures the exact reconstruction of the unknown parameters in finite time and the exponential convergence of the tracking error to zero, provided that the given condition is satisfied. It can be seen later that this condition is less rigorous than the PE condition, so that it is more accommodated to engineering applications. In this section, we first describe the architecture of the proposed ARC and then expound the synthesis procedures in details.
A. Controller Architecture
The identifier-based adaptive robust controller has a similar architecture as the multiple-model adaptive controller [11] , [12] . However, the proposed controller does not possess multiple fixed models or adaptive models; instead, it has an identifier. The architecture of IFARC is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown, the IFARC consists of four parts, i.e., control law, adaptation law, identifier, and switching logic. The last three components constitute the parameter tuning mechanism. These four parts have different functionalities as follows: 1) The control law produces control action to the plant, and it is dependent on the states x 1 and x 2 , the input trajectories x 1d ,ẋ 1d , andẍ 1d , and the parameter estimateθ; 2) the identifier yields a parameter estimateθ ident by online identification; 3) the adaptation law produces parameter estimateθ a through adaptation, and the estimateθ a , which is also the state vector of the adaptation law, will be reset toθ ident , if trig = 1 and some other conditions are satisfied, where trig = 1 implies thatθ ident is better thanθ a according to a certain performance index; and 4) the switching logic has the functionality of selecting the better estimate from θ ident andθ a to beθ, according to the performance index. Then, θ is employed by the control law. In the following sections, the design procedures of IFARC will be described in details.
B. Control Law
The control law design follows the ARC synthesis procedure proposed in [8] and [18] . First, define a switching-function-like quantity [19] as
is the output tracking error, and k p is any positive feedback gain. Denote the Laplace transform of e 1 (t) and z 2 (t) as E 1 (s) and Z 2 (s), respectively. Since
is small or converges to zero exponentially, then the output tracking error e 1 (t) will be small or converges to zero exponentially. Differentiating (12) and noting (10), we havė
whereẋ 2eq =ẍ 1d − k pė . For simplicity, we define vectorsx
T , respectively. From (13), we can synthesize the control law according to the ARC approach. The control input u consists of two parts, given by
where k s1 > 0 is a controller parameter to be chosen, u a is an adaptive control term, and u s is a robust control term consisting of two parts, i.e., u s1 and u s2 . The robust control function u s2 should be selected to satisfy
,θ =θ − θ, and ε > 0 is a design parameter. There are many ways to design u s2 satisfying (15) and (16) . One of them is to let
where h 2 is any function or constant satisfying
Readers can refer to [8] and [20] for other choices of u s2 .
From (12)- (14), we know that the closed-loop dynamics can be represented by the following:
From this equation, we can see that the additive measurement noises on x 1 could be lumped into Δ. Hence, the additive noise on the system's output can be taken into account, as indicated in Remark 1.
C. Parameter Tuning Mechanism
As shown in Fig. 1 , the parameter tuning mechanism of IFARC consists of three components, i.e., adaptation law, identifier, and switching logic. The motivation of this mechanism is to utilize the identifier to improve the parameter estimation of adaptation law. In this section, we first describe the development of the three components in details and then expound the parameter tuning scheme.
1) Adaptation Law:
The discontinuous projection operator used in the adaptation law is defined as Projθ
T , where
The adaptation law is given by
where t 0 = 0, t i (i = 1, 2, . . .) denotes the estimation reset instants depending on the integral of a regressor matrix to be synthesized later, trig is the trigger signal given by the switching logic (the trigger signal is effective whenθ ident is better thanθ a according to a certain performance index), Γ is a diagonal positive definite matrix, and τ is an adaptation function to be given. It should be noted that, in (18) , the parameter estimates of adaptation law are reset to the better estimates given by the identifier, only when the trigger signal is in effect. Loosely speaking, the parameter estimation in adaptation law will be improved by embedding an identifier into the controller. More details about this improvement will be shown later.
For any adaptation function τ , the projection mapping used in (18) assures the following properties [21] .
Property 1:
Property 2:
T . In order to develop the adaptation law and identifier, the regression form of system (10) should be first constructed. Define a regressor ϕ 20 
T . Let ϕ 20 pass through low-pass filters with state resets, and then, we have
where κ is generally a small positive number, such that the filter outputs can track their corresponding inputs closely. From (10) and (21a)-(21d), we know that, during the period between two adjacent state resets, the following regression form holds:
T , and f Δ is the filter output of Δ given by
The quantity f Δ can be viewed as the modeling error. Due to the boundedness of Δ, f Δ is also bounded. Furthermore, since the mean value of Δ is zero, the mean value of f Δ is zero, too. According to (22) , we construct the estimate of fẋ 2 aŝ
Then, the estimation error ε e can be derived as
whereθ a =θ a − θ a . Now, the gradient type adaptation law can be constructed. To realize this, the quantity τ in (18) is chosen as
where v is a positive design parameter.
2) Identifier:
Assuming that f Δ = 0 and that θ does not change during
In order to accommodate sudden load changes, the identifier is constructed as follows:
where P 0 and Q 0 satisfy P (27)- (29), we know that the identifier resets its integrals to zero after the instants whenθ ident is computed. Noting the right-hand side of (29), we can see thatθ ident keeps constant during each interval [t i , t i+1 ). The time instants t i (i = 1, 2, . . .) are determined in the following way.
Let t 0 = 0; then, t 1 is the first instant when P (t) satisfies the following.
Condition 1) P (t) becomes invertible.
At instant t 1 ,θ ident is computed through (29). Moreover, from (27) and (28), P (t) and Q(t) are reset to zero matrix (i.e., all matrix entries are zero), so that the two matrices become not invertible. Similarly, t 2 is the first instant when P (t) satisfies conditions 1) and 2) after t 1 . In addition, the same treatment is done during [t 2 , t 3 ) as in [t 1 , t 2 ). Other instants (i.e., t 3 , t 4 , . . .) are defined in the same way. It should be noted that the aforementioned conditions can be matched even when the PE condition [7] is not satisfied.
In order to check the invertibility of P (t), the determinant of P (t) is computed. As we know, the determinant of a matrix is equal to the product of all eigenvalues. Moreover, from (27), P (t) is a positive semidefinite matrix. Thus, it is invertible if and only if all of its eigenvalues are positive, which is equal to the fact that the determinant of P (t) is positive. To avoid numerical problem in inverse matrix computation, a small positive threshold value ε t is introduced to the invertibility judgment. Then, the condition on which the matrix P (t) becomes invertible is
where det(P (t)) denotes the determinant of P (t). For the reason that det(P (t)) is a continuous function of the entries of P (t), which are continuous in t for t ∈ (t i , t i+1 ], it follows that det(P (t)) is continuous in t during (t i , t i+1 ]. Since P (t) is reset to zero when conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied, the time instant t i (i = 1, 2, . . .) is the first instant satisfying (31)
The reset will make det(P (t)) become zero, and then, (31) will become unsatisfied; hence, the reset instants of P (t) and Q(t) (i.e., t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , . . .) are sparsely distributed on time axis. Through the resets in P (t) and Q(t), the identifier can estimate parameters only according to the recent data. Therefore, when parameters change suddenly, the past data before jump will not influence the estimation after the first reset subsequent to the jump.
3) Switching Logic: Noting that mean value of f Δ is zero, from (23), we know that unbiased estimates would be obtained during [t i+1 , t j ) (j > i + 1) by the identifier, when no parameter jump occurs in [t i , t j ). However, in some time, unbiased estimates are not available. Specifically, if the parameters jump at the time instant t J , then in the period between t J and the first reset after t J , the identifier estimation will be affected by the data before t J . In this case, the estimates of the identifier may be worse than those of the adaptation law. Thus, the switching logic is introduced to select the better parameter vector from θ ident andθ a as the controller parameter vectorθ. In other words, ifθ ident is better thanθ a in the instant t i , thenθ a is reset toθ ident ; otherwise, the adaptation does not reset.
The following performance index is utilized by the switching logic component:
where t e is the length of the time interval for the performance index evaluation; γ is a positive constant to be selected. The parameter estimate vector with smaller value of J is considered as better. Subsequently,θ satisfieŝ
The trigger signal trig is produced by
4) Parameter Tuning Scheme:
In order to obtain estimates better than those acquired merely from the identifier or adaptation law, the three components (i.e., adaptation law, identifier, and switching logic) should work under the following parameter tuning scheme. 1) Initialization: Preselect parameter vectorsθ a (0) and θ ident (0), which are both within the set Ω θ , to be the initial value of the adaptation law and identifier, respectively. 2) Identifier reset: The matrices P (t) and Q(t) reset to zero, and the states of filter (21a)-(21d) reset to zero, when (31) is satisfied. 3) Adaptation reset:θ a is reset toθ ident , when trig = 1 and (31) is satisfied. 4) Switching logic: It is given by (33) and (34). For clarity, we show a flow diagram of the entire parameter tuning scheme in Fig. 2 . In this diagram, the variable r is introduced to label the time instant t i . Coherent with (18) , if r = 1 and trig = 1, thenθ a will be reset toθ ident .
IV. STABILITY PROOF AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: Suppose that the identifier-based adaptive robust controller proposed in Section III is applied to the plant (10) . Then, the controller guarantees the following.
1) The parameter vectorθ satisfieŝ
2) The closed-loop system is globally stable. The positive definite function V s defined by
is bounded above by
where λ = 2k s1 . Proof: We first prove 1). From (29) and conditions 1) and 2), we haveθ
In the following, we are going to proveθ a (t) ∈ Ω θ in two cases as in (18) .
Case 1) t = t i (i = 0, 1, . . .), and trig = 1.
Noting (18), in this casê
From (38), one hasθ a ∈ Ω θ in this case. Case 2) t = t i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) or trig = 1.
From (18), we know thatθ a is updated byθ a (t) = Projθ a (Γτ ). Due to the sparse distribution of t i , as described in (31), for any t belonging to case 2), there exists an instant
Noting the result in case 1), from Property 2 in Section III, we haveθ a (t ) ∈ Ω θ . Since t is an arbitrarily chosen time instant of case 2), for all t of case 2), one hasθ a (t) ∈ Ω θ .
From the deduction in cases 1) and 2), we havê
Noting (38) and (40), from (33), one hasθ(t) ∈ Ω θ ∀ t ≥ 0. Thus, the proof of 1) is completed.
Then, we prove 2). Sinceθ(t) ∈ Ω θ ∀t ≥ 0,θ =θ − θ is bounded. Therefore, the robust control term satisfying (16) is well defined. Noting (13) and (14), from (16) , one haṡ
which leads to (37) in 2). Remark 2: Similar to the ordinary ARC, the IFARC can guarantee the robust performance in spite of parametric uncertainties and disturbance. Theoretically, the output tracking error can be made arbitrarily small if the design parameter ε is chosen to be small enough. However, in practice, if ε is excessively small, the resulting control action will be too large according to (16) . As we know, every servomechanism has its input limits. Thus, to keep the control input under limit bounds, the parameter ε cannot be too small. As a result, the performance bound given by (37) may not meet the performance demand. A less conservative analysis for the performance of IFARC is presented in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: Assume that Δ = 0, i.e., only parametric uncertainties exist. Then, the control system consisting of the IFARC proposed in Section III and the plant (10) satisfies the following.
1) If there is no time instant satisfying (31) and no param-
eter jump exists after a given time instant t f , then the following properties hold:
In addition, if there is a positive number ξ such that 
If there is no time instant satisfying (30) and no parameter jumps after t f , then from (18), we know that, after t f , the following holds:
Noting (19) and (25), from (44), the derivative of V θ satisfieṡ
. This, along with the boundedness of ϕ 2 , yields
and ε e are bounded, from (44), we getθ a ∈ L ∞ [0, ∞). Noting the fact that Projθ [22] , from (44) and
In the following, we are going to prove e 1 → 0 as t → ∞. First, we will prove lim t→∞ ϕ T 20θa = 0. From (42b) and (42c), one has
Applying the swapping lemma [21] , [22] and noting (25), the following can be obtained:
where ς is uniformly bounded, and lim t→∞ ς(t) = 0; χ, Ω, and ψ are defined as follows:
According to Theorem 1, it follows that ϕ 20 is bounded. Therefore, we know that Ω is also bounded from (48b). In view of (46b) and (48c), one has
From (23), (25), and (48b), we know that ε e = −θ T a Ω for t > t f . Hence, from (46a), we have
Noting that lim t→∞ ς(t) = 0, from (47), (49), and (50), we obtain lim t→∞ χ(t) = 0 which yields
It is easy to verify that χ and ϕ T 20θa are uniformly continuous. Hence, from (48a), we know thatχ is also uniformly continuous. Then, by Barbalat's lemma, lim t→∞χ (r) = 0. Since ϕ
If there is no time instant satisfying (31), one hasθ ident (t) = θ ident (0), where t > 0. From (32) and (43), we know that
Noting (46a), from (25) and (32), we have lim t→∞ J(θ a , t) = 0, which implies that
According to (33), noting (53) and (54), one haŝ θ(t) =θ a (t) ∀ t > t ξ . Combining with (52), we have
Noting that θ 1 min > 0, as indicated in Assumption 1, from (15) and (41), we have as follows, when Δ = 0:
In view of (55) and (56), by applying , Lemma B.8 [22] , we arrive to the conclusion that z 2 → 0 as t → ∞, which yields e 1 → 0 as t → ∞. Now we prove the result 2) of Theorem 2. If there is any time instant t i satisfying (31) and a parameter keeps constant in [t i−1 , t i + t e ], then after t i and before the parameter jump, θ ident (t) = P (t i ) −1 Q(t i ) = θ, which can be easily verified according to (22) and (27)-(29). Then, after time instant t i + t e , J(θ ident ) ≤ J(θ a ). Noting (33), we haveθ =θ ident = θ; thus, θ = 0. From (15) and (41), noting thatθ = 0, if Δ = 0, one haṡ
which implies that z 2 converges to zero exponentially, and then, e 1 converges to zero exponentially. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. Remark 3: It should be noted that the inequality (43) is a very mild condition, since it is almost impossible to find a time interval [t − t e , t] in whichθ ident (0)
T ϕ 2 (t) − fẋ 2 (t) is equal to zero constantly, ifθ ident (0) = θ(t)(t ≥ t f ). Because the condition (43) is subtle, from 1) of Theorem 2, we know that, if there is no parameter reset, the output tracking performance is the same as the ordinary indirect ARC (IARC). However, in view of 2) of Theorem 2, we get that, if any parameter reset takes place, the output tracking performance will be improved. In addition, better parameter estimates are available.
Remark 4: If Δ = 0, the parameter estimates might be influenced by disturbance. Nevertheless, since the identifier is based on
ϕ 2 fẋ 2 dr, in which the integral operator is nonsensitive to disturbance, it can provide robust estimation. Furthermore, by the state resets in (27)-(29), the identifier cuts off the forepassed data, so that it can accommodate sudden parameter changes.
Remark 5: From the results of Theorem 2, we can see that t e plays an important role in parameter tuning. Since t e can be regarded as the time delay of parameter jump detection, it should not be too large, so as to guarantee that the IFARC responds to the parameter jump quickly. On the other hand, from (32), we find that t e also relates to the sensitivity of switching logic. The switching may become too sensitive if t e is too small. Therefore, t e should be chosen appropriately. 
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by simulations. Here, two control methods, i.e., the IARC and IFARC, are compared in four cases: 1) constant parameters without disturbance; 2) constant parameters with disturbance; 3) sudden parameter changes without disturbance; and 4) sudden parameter changes with disturbance. The plant (1-3) is applied in the simulations.
A. Case 1: Constant Parameters Without Disturbance
In this case, no disturbance exists, i.e., (10), whose parameters are calculated according to (11) and given as
It is assumed that the parameter bounds θ min and θ max are previously known and given as θ min = [5, 2, 0.5, −10] T and θ max = [15, 4, 1.5, 10] T , respectively. Based on these parameter bounds, IARC and IFARC are designed, respectively. According to the method described in Section III, the controller parameters of IFARC can be designed as k p = 10, k s1 = 10, u s2 = −k s2 z 2 /θ 1 min , k s2 = 50, Γ = diag ([50, 20, 5, 10] 
6 , t e = 0.1 s, γ = 5,θ(0) = [5, 3, 0.5, 10] T , andθ a (0) = θ ident (0) =θ(0). It should be noted that, if the identifier and switching logic component in the IFARC do not work, then the IFARC will become an IARC. That is to say, to design an IARC, we just need to let trig ≡ 0 andθ(t) =θ a (t), and then, the parameterized control law will only depend on the parameters given by adaptation.
With the desired trajectory x 1d = 0.1 sin(2πt), the IFARC and IARC are compared by simulations. The curves of output tracking error are shown in Fig. 3 . As shown, the tracking error of IFARC is much smaller than that of IARC. That is because IFARC has better parameter estimates than those of IARC. As shown in Fig. 4 , the parameter estimates of IARC converge to the actual values gradually, while IFARC allows the exact reconstruction of the unknown parameters in finite time.
B. Case 2: Constant Parameters With Disturbance
To test the robustness of IFARC, we apply it to the plant with disturbance. When disturbance exists, the parameter estimation of the adaptation law and identifier would be deteriorated. However, the integral operator embedded in the identifier can attenuate the influence of disturbance; thus, the IFARC can keep in good performance even in the presence of disturbance. In this case, disturbance is added to the plant given in Case 1. The controllers and desired trajectory of this case are the same as those of Case 1. The disturbance T dis is a uniformly distributed pseudorandom number with amplitude less than 0.01. The output tracking errors are shown in Fig. 5 . As is demonstrated, the output tracking is just slightly different from that in Case 1. The parameter estimates are shown in Fig. 6 . We can see that the parameter estimates of IFARC can get very close to the actual value in finite time, while the estimates of IARC approach the actual value very slowly. Hence, IFARC has better parameter estimation than IARC.
C. Sudden Parameter Changes Without Disturbance
The plant with sudden parameter changes and no disturbance is studied in this section. In this case, the plant parameters jump at some time instants, as shown in the following:
Note that the sudden parameter jumps described in (58) do not exceed the prescribed bounds, i.e., θ min ≤ θ ≤ θ max , where θ min and θ max are given in Section V-A. Therefore, the controllers given in Section V-A are also applicable in this case. With the same controllers and input signal as those in Case 1, the simulations are done to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed IFARC to the plants with sudden parameter changes. The output tracking error curves are shown in Fig. 7 . As we can see, the tracking performance of IFARC is better than that of IARC. In addition, the parameter estimates of IFARC can track the jumping actual values rapidly, as shown in Fig. 8 . Due to the effectiveness of the identifier, the parameter estimates of IFARC can converge to the actual values in finite time. The cooperation of the identifier and adaptation law is shown in Fig. 9 . As we can see, at the second identifier reset instant after the parameter jump at t = 3 s (i.e., the time instant t 9 ), the parameter estimates jump to the actual values simultaneously. At the first identifier reset instant after the parameter jump (i.e., the time instant t 8 ), the identifier cannot provide exact estimates because parameters jump during the interval [t 7 , t 8 ], whose data are used to produce identifier estimates at t 8 . Between t 7 and t 8 , the parameter vectorθ is selected betweenθ a andθ ident by the switching logic component. Although the unknown parameters cannot be reconstructed at t 8 , the parameter jump is detected, and the integral operator of the identifier is reset. Since no parameter jump takes place in the time interval [t 8 , t 9 ], we have the exact reconstruction of the unknown parameters at t 9 .
D. Sudden Parameter Changes With Disturbance
In Case 3, no disturbance exists in the plant. To test the robustness of the proposed IFARC, the same disturbance as in Case 2 is added to the plant in this case. The output tracking error curves of IFARC and IARC are shown in Fig. 10 . Their parameter estimates are shown in Fig. 11 . We can see that, although the performance of IFARC is slightly affected by the disturbance, it shows much better output tracking performance and parameter estimation than IARC does. Fig. 12 shows the control effort trajectory of IFARC in this case. As shown, the IFARC can produce a moderate control action with no chattering even when the plant is subjected to disturbance and parameter sudden changes.
E. Quantitative Analysis
In order to compare the two controllers in the aforementioned four cases quantitatively, the following performance indices are used [23] , [24] .
1) L 2 [e] = (1/T t )
T t 0 |e(t)| 2 dt, which is the L 2 norm of the tracking error, is used as a measure of average tracking performance, where T t represents the total running time.
2) e F = max t∈Ω ts {|e(t)|}, which is the maximum absolute value of the tracking error during the time set Ω ts , within which the system is in steady state. In Cases 1 and 2, the set Ω ts is defined as Ω ts = {t | T t − T ≤ t ≤ T t }, where T is the period of the input signal x 1d = 0.1 sin(2πt). In Cases 3 and 4, Ω ts is defined as Ω ts = {t | T i − T ≤ t ≤ T i , i = 1, 2, 3}, where T 1 and T 2 represent the time instants of the first and second parameter jumps, respectively; T 3 represents the total running time in the two cases. e F is used as a measure of final tracking accuracy for periodic trajectories with a period T . The performance indices of the two controllers in four cases are listed in Table I . From the performance indices, we can see that both the average tracking precision and the steady-state tracking precision of IFARC are better than those of IARC.
From the simulation results, we can conclude that the proposed IFARC is effective to enhance the transient performance of the servomechanisms subjected to unknown parameters, disturbances, and parameter sudden changes. This method cannot only provide the desired tracking performance but also has fast and accurate parameter estimation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel IFARC method. It uses not only an adaptation law but also an embedded identifier to tune the parameters online. A switching logic component has been adopted to select the better parameter vector from the estimate vectors provided by the adaptation law and identifier according to a certain performance index. Then, the control law is constructed with the better parameter vector. The IFARC is applicable to the servomechanisms with parametric uncertainties and disturbance, even with sudden parameter changes. It can guarantee that parameter estimates converge to the actual values in finite time under certain conditions, and then, the desired output tracking performance can be achieved according to the certainty equivalence principle. The stability and control performance of IFARC are analyzed theoretically. Simulations demonstrate that IFARC has better tracking performance and parameter estimation than the IARC method.
